
Microthesaurus = designated subset of a 
thesaurus that is capable of functioning as a 
complete thesaurus.

-- ISO25964-2:2013
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Ø from Art and Architecture 
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Demo. Using AAT 



Before querying, get familiar with the 
structure and contents of AAT

• 1. Go to AAT sitehttp://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat/
• 2. Choose Browse the AAT hierarchies

• 3. Explore one of the facets, all the way down, and see how far you could go. Did 
you find a sub-facet (marked as guide term, in <… … > )  or a hierarchy lead term 
[marked as (hierarchy name)]? You may pick one that you want to form a picklist
or microthesaurus later. 2Marcia Zeng, 2018 DIS

http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat/


Demo. Use a 
<Guide Term> 
to obtain all 

concept URIs and 
preferred terms 
in the hierarchies 
(for a microthesaurus

or a pick list)

in <xyz> 

HOW



Steps:
1. Choose a facet or a hierarchy from AAT...
2. Get the ID of it.

(I chose <Object genres by function>, 
Click to open this entry’s page, and
Got its ID 300117143)

3. Go to the SPARQL Endpoint.

1
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Steps:
3. Go to Getty Vocab SPARQL Endpoint: http://vocab.getty.edu/sparql
4. Choose from ‘queries’ template: 

3

4

This should be 
the interface 
you see. 
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http://vocab.getty.edu/sparql


Steps:
5. Choose "Descendants of a Given Parent" from the template, click. 
à The template's text will show on the right.
6. Move mouse over, you will see the ‘SPARQL” button showing up. Click the blue ‘SPARQL’ button, the query will 
fill into that box above. 

5
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Steps
7. Replace the ID in that template with your selected ID 
(e.g., 300117143).
8. “Submit”.

7

8

replaces
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It gave me the results in two 
seconds.

Steps:
9. Download the datasets in a 
selected format.
The best way is to download 
the csv file. 

9
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10. Click on any ID to see the full data about this concept,  
(Choose Inference “Implicit only”) or also the management record 
of this concept (“Explicit and Implicit”). This is just to see what 
there is for more data to download. Try to go through.  

If you click on 
Website | Hierarchy |, 
open the link in a 
new tap, you can see 
the normal HTML 
views.
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Steps:
11a. Open the csv file as a spreadsheet. Save it as the testing 
dataset. 

11b. If you do not have the Microsoft Excel to open it, use a tool 
online to get it.
http://www.convertcsv.com/csv-viewer-editor.htm
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http://www.convertcsv.com/csv-viewer-editor.htm


Advanced
The following steps are for different 

outcomes, requiring some 
modifications of your queries.

You can always ask specific query 
questions at the Getty Vocab LOD user 

group’s forum and get help for your 
queries or questions:  

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!for
um/gettyvocablod
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select * {?x gvp:broaderExtended
aat:300117143; skos:inScheme aat: ; 
gvp:prefLabelGVP/xl:literalForm ?l}
order by ?l

E.g., sort by  AAT label (l):
order by ?l

E.g., sort by AAT ID (x):
order by ?x

Can I sort the results when I query? 
-- Yes, go back to the template. (You need 
to refresh the query page.) 
Do the same query, just add order by ?l or 
order by ?x
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[Note: Template provided as:]

select * {?x gvp:broaderExtended aat:300194567; 
skos:inScheme aat: ; gvp:prefLabelGVP/xl:literalForm ?l}

[Note: To add the definitions/notes. Now the red l 
becomes the text as shown below:]

select * {?x gvp:broaderExtended aat:300194567; 
skos:inScheme aat: ; gvp:prefLabelGVP/xl:literalForm ?
label; skos:scopeNote [dct:language gvp_lang:en; rdf:value
?note]

}

Demo (advanced)
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Instructions 
are available 
on a website.

Step 12. Another round, with revised query
[Get the terms + the English scope notes.]



[cont.] 12. Another round, with revised 
query
[Get the terms + the English scope note]

Note: This is for getting a microthesaurus for 300212133 (<costume 
by function>). The difference from the previous query is to add the 
last row to get the English scope notes. 

select * {
?x gvp:broaderExtended aat:300212133; 

skos:inScheme aat: ; 
gvp:prefLabelGVP/xl:literalForm ?label;
skos:scopeNote [dct:language gvp_lang:en; 

rdf:value ?note]
}

Copy-paste these text 
ß see left site, starting with 
select and ending with a }
to the Query window. 

Tip: always refresh the webpage 
by clicking on “Queries” or restart

http://vocab.getty.edu/sparql
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[cont.] 12. Another round, with 
revised query

300212133
(<costume 
by 
function>)

http://vocab.getty.edu/sparql

You should be get a result like this (included 
notes) 

http://vocab.getty.edu/sparql

Again, download and save.
Make sure you keep a note of 
the term and ID that you used 
for searching.  Add them to 
the sheet or name the file 
with the ID.

Finished!
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select * {
?x gvp:broaderExtended aat:300212133; 

skos:inScheme aat: ; 
gvp:prefLabelGVP/xl:literalForm ?label;
skos:scopeNote [dct:language gvp_lang:en; 

rdf:value ?note]
}
order by ?label

[cont.] 12. Another round, with revised 
query, also sorting

Try to sort the result by AAT 
labels

-added at the last row a sorting 
request order by ?label

Results: sorted A-Z 
(capitalized); then a-z à

Again, download and save.

Finished!
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Try yours
If you are interested in making your microthesaurus, e.g., 
drinking vessels, get the ID of it 300194567 from AAT 
(you can search AAT), then repeat the same steps.   
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